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Ruth Bernhard

INTRODUCTION

AUTOBIOGRAPHY & STATEMENT OF INTEREST
My background includes photography, painting, textile design,

components of my current and future goals.

graphic design and web design & development. I owned a
storefront art/craft gallery for a couple of years before taking

One of my main goals after finishing my MFA in Web Design/

it completely online (www.rendezvousstyle.com) and greatly

New Media is to provide innovative concept, design and

enjoy the commute. Learning how to build out the gallery

development solutions to arts organizations meant to connect

website is what spurred me into the Web Design/New Media

them with their audiences. I also offer free-lance services to

program at the Academy of Art University.

interactive agencies as well as corporate and small business

something, you bring it

clients—focusing on creating digital experiences that are user-

inside you. When you really

centered, informative and engaging.

look deeply at something, it

I live about 45 minutes west of Washington, DC and can
see the Blue Ridge Mountains from my home and studio. I
photograph and enjoy the ever-changing view and count it as

Some of my strengths include organization, research about

one of my creative inspirations. I hope to capture the feelings

potential users, competitive analysis, attention to detail, and the

and moods that this special place evokes and share them with

ability to wear multiple hats. I can work well independently or

others. Perhaps they will be inspired to see their own world in

as part of a team and have a simple, yet elegant approach to

new ways and see that creativity really is within their reach—

design.

inside them all along, just waiting to find a way to come out.
By helping others ignite their creativity, I am hoping to actually
rediscover my own creative spirit.
I am also interested in the blending of art and technology by
experimenting with the inherent possibilities of the internet for
providing a new “stage” for artistic expression. Being involved
in the arts and promoting creativity in general are important
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“When you gaze at

”

becomes part of you.

John O’Donohue

RESUME
Karen Burton
540-882-3368 (tel)
info@karenburton.com (email) • www.karenburton.com (web)
15870 Old Waterford Rd., Paeonian Springs, VA 20129
Professional Experience
Karen Burton Design
Graphic Design & Web Design/Development, 1989-Present
• Freelance web design/development and graphic design focusing
on user-centered print and web/interactive projects that get the
intended message across effectively and efficiently
• Services include logo & print design, web design, web/interactive
development, and usability studies
• Can work with a creative team in a leadership role or as a design
or technical team member
Surface Design, 1989-Present
• Surface design for bed linens, wallpaper and giftwrap. Clients
include Macy’s, Martex, Gitano Accessories, Current, Inc. and
St. Clair Pakwell. Existing designs available or commissions
accepted
Rendezvous Gallery
Owner, Online Gallery/Art Consultations, 2005-Present
(www.rendezvousstyle.com)
• Designed, developed and currently maintain the web site for
this virtual fine art/fine craft gallery. Photograph 75% of product
shots. Produce promotional ads, postcards, business cards and a
monthly e-newsletter
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Co-Owner, Storefront Gallery, 2002-2004
• Handled creative side of this fine art/fine craft gallery in Leesburg,
Virginia. Coordinated artist and artwork selection, monthly
exhibitions and openings, and marketing/branding materials
Technical Skills
Coding: ActionScript 3.0, XHTML/HTML, CSS, JavaScript, PHP,
MySQL, XML
Software: Adobe Flash CS5.5, Adobe Photoshop CS5.1, Adobe
Illustrator CS5.1, Adobe DreamWeaver CS5.5, Adobe Acrobat Pro,
Adobe After Effects, Sony Acid Pro, Camtasia Studio
User Experience: requirements analysis, personas, competitive
analysis, information architecture, wireframing, prototyping, mockups,
and user testing
Education
MFA (Magna cum Laude), Web Design/New Media - 2012
Academy of Art University, San Francisco, CA
Open Program, Textile Design - 1987-1988
Corcoran College of Art + Design, Washington, DC
BFA (honors), Painting & Printmaking - 1978
Virginia Commonwealth University, School of the Arts, Richmond, VA
Professional Memberships
SIGGRAPH - ACM Special Interest Group on Computer Graphics and
Interactive Techniques
NAPP - National Association of Photoshop Professionals

“The moment one gives
close attention to anything,
even a blade of grass, it
becomes a mysterious,
awesome, indescribably

”

magnificent world in itself.

Henry Miller

ABSTRACT
INSPIRATION + CREATIVE PROCESS
My Creative View inspires its users with
words and pictures. It allows them to play
and experiment with provided creativity and
brainstorming tools to create visual and writing
projects in an intimate, fun and enriching online
environment. My Creative View encourages
its users to experience the creative process,
tap into their own hidden talents and “see” the
world around them in new ways. Anyone can
experience, participate in and benefit from the
creative process.
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“When the artists and
sculptors I know work,
there’s sort of a free play
idea. You try things. You
experiment. It is kind of naive
and childish. It’s like kids in a

”

playpen.

Frank Gehry

PROJECT OVERVIEW
My Creative View is an online, interactive, real-time Flash

inviting environment for the target users (mainly women aged

application offering users a way to find inspiration and take part

35-55) who are interested in self-discovery and reflection and

in the creative process. A main goal is to show the user that

want an outlet for creative expression.
My Creative View offers three main sections:

“I feel that art has

•

something to do with the

the everyday can become art and to help them “see” the world
around them in new ways.

a slideshow featuring landscape photos I take of the view

The creative process is an elusive concept—hard to define and

from my home paired with inspirational quotes from artists,

equally hard to spell out for someone else. According to 19th

philosophers and writers to “inspire” the user and put them

century physicist Herman von Helmholtz, the creative process

in the mood to create

in the midst of chaos, a

a collage project that offers some of the landscape photos,

stillness which characterizes

involves saturation, incubation and illumination—in other words,

•

preparing or looking, followed by doing or playing and finally

user photos, backgrounds, embellishments, shapes, and

discovering (the “a-ha” moment).

letters that can be manipulated (alpha, scale, rotate, color)
•

a journal/creative writing project that provides verbal

The landscape photographs used throughout the project were

and image prompts and a notes area to add vocabulary,

taken of my view of the Blue Ridge Mountains to the west of

memories, word associations, etc. to help the user

my home and studio in Virginia and were the initial catalyst for

brainstorm a creative writing piece or personal journal entry

the project. I wanted to share the inspiration and amazement
I experience from photographing the same subject through
various times of day and the ever-changing seasons.
The “look and feel” of the project revolves around an Italian
writing desk found at a local antique shop along with worn
paper and photography elements that create an intimate and
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achievement of stillness

prayer, too, and the eye of

”

the storm.

Saul Bellow

TECHNICAL INFORMATION & REQUIREMENTS
Target Audience

Technical Information

The target users for My Creative View are college-educated

My Creative View was developed using Flash Professional

women, ages 35-55, who are comfortable with computers but

CS5, ActionScript 3.0 external classes, XML, PHP, MySQL,

are less experienced with page layout software and want to

Greensock utilities (TweenLite, TweenMax, LoaderMax,

work on meaningful creative projects in a private, comfortable

TransformManager) and Camtasia Studio.

and unintimidating environment.

“Abstract art has nothing
to do with what the artist

Target Platform

was thinking. Abstract art is

The typical user is computer savvy, using the internet for

PC & MacIntosh desktop or laptop

research, shopping, time management and entertainment.

Windows XP+ & Mac OSX+

a mirror. You see your own

They are at a point in their lives where they are interested in

Broadband internet connection

emotions, because what is

self-discovery and reflection and want an outlet for creative

1024 x 768 monitor resolution minimum

self-expression. They will typically have a broadband internet

Flash player 10+

connection due to the image-intensive nature of the project.

IE 7+, Firefox3+, Safari4+, Google Chrome

While it is not necessary for a user to own and use a digital
camera to use the site, those that want to upload their own
photos will likely already be familiar with uploading images from
their computer or scanner.
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coming out of the canvas is

”

coming out of you.

Carroll Sockwell

RESEARCH

VISUAL & FUNCTIONAL INSPIRATION
Por Liniers - top right
http://www.porliniers.com/
This portfolio web site features a messy desktop with a working
lamp, tubes of paint and aged bits of paper and tape. The
pen tip serves as the cursor as it moves over key items on the

“As soon as you accept

desktop. The mix of photographs and illustrations creates a

the accidental effects, they

sense of wonder and discovery. Everything placed on the desk
makes sense and fits the mood the artist has created. I tried

are no longer accidents.

to take this approach for the visual environment of My Creative

They are a necessity—the

View but with a more elegant feel, using art/writing papers and

part of yourself that you

photography elements.

could not expect or design

Lilli Piovesan - bottom right

beforehand. Thus the realm

http://lillipiovesan.com.br/index_flash.htm

of your creativity grows

This retro-looking site, showcasing this fashion designer’s
knitted and crocheted creations, has a feminine but casual
appeal through the use of the aged paper background, elegant
florals and romantic typography. The simplicity adds strength
to the design. The tiny next triangle button at the bottom right
of the mannequin is the only unusable element as it is hard
to “catch”. I went for a similar mood in my choice of interface
elements for My Creative View—as my target audience seems
to be very similar to that of this web site.
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”

wider.

Kazuaki Tanahashi

VISUAL & FUNCTIONAL INSPIRATION
Ximena Ruiz - top right
http://www.xruiz.com.ar/index_en.php
The design of this portfolio site for graphic/web designer
Ximena Ruiz features a wooden desktop with a well-used spiral
sketchpad spilling over with paper clips, bits of paper and
tape. The style is casual and simple. It borders on messy but

“You do not have to be

seems to be contained at the same time. The use of paper

a painter or a sculptor to

elements that peek out from behind the main content area is an

be an artist. You may be

approach I decided to take with the My Creative View interface.
It helps to keep the main focus where it should be and adds
depth and interest to the overall experience.

a shoemaker. You may be
creative as such. And if
so, you are a greater artist

Christian Sparrow - bottom right
http://www.christiansparrow.com/

than the majority of painters

This is one of my favorite portfolio sites by the very talented

whose work is shown in the

Christian Sparrow. I love the earthy, hand-made feel. Very

art galleries of today.

clever Flash animations are included, but what I found inspiring
for My Creative is the hand-drawn approach to the navigation
menu seen at right along with the style of the dropdown menu.
The design is spare and simple and has nice breathing room
due to the available white space.
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”

Alfred Stieglitz

VISUAL & FUNCTIONAL INSPIRATION
Anthropologie - top right
http://www.anthropologie.com/anthro/category/
homemicrosite.jsp
The warm, neutral tones found on the Anthropologie home
furnishings microsite are soothing and elegant. The paper

“The primary benefit of

labels are buttons that access a pop-up window whose

practicing any art, whether

effect I used for My Creative View’s slideout forms and popup
notifications. Other features I incorporated into my project
include the use of torn paper and toggle buttons for turning
quotes or music on and off (as seen in the show/hide button on
the top left that turns off the paper labels).
Great Stage Park - bottom right
http://greatstagepark.com/
When the user clicks on the moving cloud buttons, the content
“drops down” into view and the background is covered by
a dark transparent overlay. I used a similar treatment for My
Creative View’s intro screen and content that opens on top of
other sections of the site.
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well or badly, is that it

”

enables one’s soul to grow.

Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.

VISUAL & FUNCTIONAL INSPIRATION
Chris Benz - top right
http://chris-benz.com/
The use of the filmstrip along with the associated large image
seen in the Collections section of fashion designer Chris Benz’
modern and artistic web site relates to the choices I made for

“Not everything has a

the thumbnail image library I placed along the bottom of the

name. Some things lead

slideshow, collage and journal sections. The paper tab buttons
that run down the left side open up different collections and

us into a reality beyond

relate to the design of the slideout tooltabs I developed for the

words. By means of art

slideshow and collage in My Creative View.

we are sometimes sent—

Effusio/Shannon Widmer - bottom right
http://www.effusio.net/
This art therapy-oriented Flash application by AAU alum
Shannon Widmer provides a fabulous design aesthetic with
its use of a well-used art desk, paper scraps and tape. The
relaxed atmosphere creates a safe environment for users to
explore complex emotions. Shown here is the video tutorial
section which shows how to perform various tasks. My Creative
View also provides screen capture videos to teach users how
to use the interactive features available in the creative projects.
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dimly, briefly—revelations

”

unattainable by reason.

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS - Collage Sites
Photovisi
http://www.photovisi.com/

My Creative View offers a

Photovisi offers a simple interface for making a photo collage

much wider selection of

(top right). The user can choose from multiple templates to start

collage elements (additional

a collage but the user cannot change that while working on
their collage. Backgrounds (solid color, a few provided textures,

embellishments and shapes)

an image uploaded from the user’s computer or from Facebook

and more customization

and also from a webcam) and text are each accessed through

options (change alpha, color

a slideout menu that separates the choices from the creation
experience. The user can add more personal photos and then

tone, flip horizontal/vertical)

rotate, scale or move them around the collage area. Moving

in its Creative Play Collage.

items to top or bottom is also offered. The saving process was

The creative experience

confusing (was offered a download button, then offered links
to share on Facebook, email to friends or share on Twitter, and

is more freeform and feels

then followed by a link to download as a jpg).

like working at an art table

Pros: templates a good idea for novice users, text styling
options, simplicity
Cons: limited selection of elements that can be added to a
collage, no image library, overlay of background and text
option menus not intuitive, saving process confusing
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with all elements at your
fingertips.

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS - Collage Sites
Picnik
http://www.picnik.com/app#/home/welcome

My Creative View lets its

Picnik started as a photo editing web site and offers the ability

users put their photos

to create collages, slideshows, scrapbooks and printed books

wherever they want. Users

of users’ photos and creations. It was bought by Google and
will cease operations in April, 2012.

can customize each
element in their collage to

The user chooses a template (simple grids are only option)
and adds their photos (top right). The only way to alter the
placement of the user images is to use the “kookiness” slider

their hearts’ content. The
embellishments and shapes

to skew the images (see finished effect - bottom right). A

offered in My Creative

moving tip/tutorial box helps the user understand their options.

View are more elegant and

The user must close out of the collage layout section before
moving on to the available effects (photo filter and color effects,
stickers and borders) and cannot alter the layout again.
Pros: large selection of image effects, stickers and text
options, can also upload photos from Flickr, Facebook, etc., tip/
tutorial popup box is helpful
Cons: limited user photo placement, effects applied to whole
collage - not individual elements, no image library, childish
stickers
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sophisticated than those
available in Picnik.

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS - Journal Sites
Penzu
https://penzu.com/

The inclusion of photo

Penzu, an online diary and personal journal, is relatively new. I

prompts with associated

have watched it evolve with newly added features (and some

keywords, interesting verbal

deleted). It has a clean and simple interface (top right) and is
very usable. It makes use of small icon buttons placed around

prompts and a notes area for

the perimeter of the writing area with explanatory tooltips to

extra brainstorming help as

make their function clear.

well as the ability to upload

The application auto-saves each entry. The user can add

and store user photos for

images to the page but it is a little confusing about the

multiple projects and save

difference between attaching an image (puts a small version of

a copy of the journal entry

the image on the side with a paper clip) or inserting one (adds
a large image into the main writing area (pictured on the bottom
right).
Pros: clean interface, auto save into the application, text styling
options, can password-protect entries, can share via email link

to the user’s computer
distinguishes My Creative
View’s Creative Spark
Journal from the Penzu
online journal.

Cons: can only upload images into an individual entry—
no site-wide image library, no clear/start over button, no
brainstorming tools, can only save to the user’s computer with
the PRO version, no help video tutorials
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COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS - Journal Sites
Live Journal
http://www.livejournal.com/

The verbal prompts in My

The main focus of Live Journal seems to be in linking its users

Creative View’s Creative

and their journal entries to others through communities and

Spark Journal are more

social networking, although it does offer global and individual
entry privacy settings. The interface for creating journal entries

thought-provoking than the

is extremely simple—in the style of writing an email (top right).

basic one-line Question

It also offers the ability to add tags, search for entries by date

of the Day offered in Live

or tag, embed videos or music, add photos, style text and
use their mobile app to add voice or written posts. A group of

Journal. My Creative View is

simple style templates are available for finished journal entries

more intimate and private,

(bottom right).

has a much stronger design

A Question of the Day is found at the bottom of the Explore

aesthetic and is accessible

dropdown menu. Short questions such as “What do you want

without the need to create an

to tell your boss right now?” and “How many relationships have

account.

you been in?” are offered.
Pros: text styling options, tagging & searching, can upload
photos and media, can create posts via mobile phone app
Cons: very basic, little design sense, must have an account to
access the journal, brainstorming tool hard to find
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COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS - Matrix
My Creative View

Photovisi

Picnik

Penzu

Live Journal

Inspirational elements

D

r

r

r

r

Brainstorming tools

D

r

r

r

F

Print creations

D

r

D

D

r

Save to user’s computer

D

F

D

r

r

Customizing tools

D

F

D

D

F

Usability

D

F

F

D

F

Interactivity

D

F

F

D

F

Aesthetics

D

F

F

D

F

D
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EXCELLENT

F

AVERAGE/LOW

r

NOT AVAILABLE

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS - Conclusion
My Creative View’s mix of inspiration, a versatile collage project
and a journal providing helpful brainstorming features is unique
compared to the example web sites studied in this competitive
analysis.

“Drawing is not an exercise

Additional research showed that an iPad app called Photo Wall,

of particular dexterity,

from App Street Software, seems to be a full-featured option
for users who want to go mobile with a collage product. Max

but above all, a means of

Journal, by Omaxmedia, is a journaling iPad app that lets the

expressing intimate feelings

user add up to 30 photos to an entry. Neither of these include

and moods.

all of the features that My Creative View does, but seem like
nice options for those on the go.
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Henri Matisse

PROJECT
EVOLUTION

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
Spring 2009

Fall 2010

After midpoint approval, I took the User Experience group

My original intention for this semester was to dive into coding,

directed study with Kathleen Watson and delved deeper into

but it became clear as I started working one-on-one with

the user requirements, completed additional research into user

Shannon Widmer that I needed to think through the main

needs, did a competitive analysis, and gathered inspirational

concepts further. Shannon’s suggestion to rework/develop

“It is pure joy that I give

resources. Thought was put into creating some preliminary

a new visual interface based on a “metaphor” approach

you. I am no longer of this

functional requirements and visual design ideas. A first round

that the target users (women who have little design/creative

of user testing was also implemented.

experience) would relate to more proved to be important (a

“Your work is consistently excellent!”—Kathleen Watson

desktop with realistic elements and a rustic yet elegant feel

I am no longer a part of my

became the center of my new design).

own person. I am within

Fall 2009
I worked with Ryan McLaughlin in his Experimental Interactivity

Graduate director Lourdes Livingston was also instrumental

class, taken as a Directed Study course. I had dreamed up

in helping me clarify my direction after she noted that “the

very complex ideas for My Creative View without the knowledge

scope of your project may be too large technically” and she

needed to create them, so my goal during this semester was

suggested that I work on the parts of the project that would

to get a better foundation in Flash/Actionscript 3.0 and the

“best get my message across.”

use of external classes. For each project, I tried to use either
a technical or visual need from my thesis project. I worked on

As a result, the elements within My Creative View changed

preliminary coding for the future slideshow, created the video

from being project outcome-based (storybook, e-notecard,

gallery and got a good start on image manipulation tools that

photomontage) to what I hope are tools to inspire the user to

would eventually become part of the Creative Play Collage.

get ready to create and be involved in the creative process.

“Very cool. You are well on your way to application design.”

So, I broke it down into three main elements: the “Be Inspired

—Ryan McLaughlin

Slideshow” (featuring my landscape photographs along with
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world. I am far from myself.

the essense of things

”

themselves.

Constantin Brancusi

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
inspirational quotes), the “Creative Play Collage” and the

The important skills I learned involved using LoaderMax,

“Creative Spark Journal.”

TweenLite/TweenMax, and TransformManager and being
able to dissect sample code and translate it into my specific

I developed multiple rounds of visual mockups in Photoshop,

needs. The decision to setup repeating elements first and

zeroing in on the “look and feel” and an uncluttered visual

get their functionality worked out before moving on to other

“Art to me is a humanitarian

environment that would enhance the user’s experience.

coding was extremely helpful and increased productivity. I

act and I believe that there

Because I was incorporating images of vintage paper,

developed an image library class that works for the slideshow,

photography elements and a real-world desk, the challenge

collage and journal. Other repeating elements include sliding

was to provide some magic while keeping things believable.

thumbnail image scrollers, dropdown menus, slideout tooltabs,

somehow be able to effect

“Excellent work, Karen! Your project is shaping up very

and menu tab buttons. This was very challenging because

mankind, to make the world

nicely, and it’s easy for me to see how much time and effort

I was balancing keeping things clean, providing all of the

you have put in.”—Shannon Widmer

needed elements and making sure they were easy to find and
understandable by the user.

Spring 2011

“Amazing work, Karen. I just can’t say that enough times.

I was extremely fortunate to work with Shannon Widmer for

You’re a dream student!”—Shannon Widmer

another one-on-one Directed Study this semester. I started off
feeling very inexperienced with complex Actionscript coding.

Fall 2011

Shannon gave me the headstart I needed to load fonts, set

This semester proved to be quite a challenge as I found and

up the initial preloader and understand external cross-class

lost two one-on-one advisors before settling in with Dave

communications. Over the course of the semester, I was able

Kanter. I lost a month of solid development time in the advisor

to do more on my own, using Shannon for more complex issues

transition and had to shelve the saving and displaying of

and troubleshooting.

finished collages and journal entries.
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is a responsibility that art

”

a better place.

Jeff Koons

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
The focus of this semester was to learn how to blend

with URLVariables. I was able to capture the filename and

Actionscript with XML, PHP and a MySQL database for the

show those in a text field. Still no images. Finally, I found some

database portions of the project—register, login/logout, upload

example code that involved creating arrays and splitting them

user images and display of those images in the MY IMAGES

in PHP and then reading the variables into Flash, creating new

tab of the collage and journal sections.

arrays and splitting them too. I was able (after many wrong

“No amount of skillful

turns) to use a “for each” loop and reference the filenames

invention can replace

After many false starts, I had several major breakthroughs in

correctly for setting up the image loader function. I successfully

getting things to work—namely the proper communication

set up conditionals for the collage/journal thumbnail strips to

between PHP/MySQL and Flash. I was able to access and

show images if a user is logged in and prompt them to register/

display the user’s name in the status message for the user

login if not.

login. Dave gave me information about building a “God object”

“Karen, you worked hard this semester. You were a wonderful

to store the user variables. I was able to set this up and also

student to work with. Keep setting the bar high for yourself

build the user info area that appears after a user logs in.

and you’ll do just fine!”—Dave Kanter

I got the upload, resize, and save code to work so that a user

Spring 2012

can upload an image to the server, with resizing happening

In this final semester, I worked with Justin Metros in a Scripting

automatically (saving to a thumbnail size and a larger size) and

group directed study class. I added final sections to the project

then inserting the filenames into the database.

(About, Video Gallery, Help screen capture video tutorials)
and made other enhancements (music for the slideshow,

I was finally able to get the stored images to show up in the

informational tooltips and popup dialogues for destructive

user’s MY IMAGES thumbnail area. This involved several

actions). I also tweaked things based on several rounds of user

stages of small successes with continued problems. It took

testing that were performed during the semester.

changing from XML formatting to capturing the PHP variables
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the essential element of

”

imagination.

Edward Hopper

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
Some of those tweaks were easy while others involved
reworking the structure of the current coding, such as changing
the way the verbal prompt and photo prompt buttons worked.
The two buttons were originally added as a unit below the
prompt section. Changing it to have each button sit on top of its

“The more intensely we

related prompt section required a total change in logic.

feel about an idea or a

Adding a popup dialogue message to keep the user from

goal, the more assuredly

losing unsaved work was fairly complex, but ended up taking

the idea, buried deep in our

less time than expected. Using trace statements to help me

subconscious, will direct

figure out how to set up the conditionals was invaluable.
Prioritizing was a critical focus as time dwindled down before
my final review presentation on May 16th.
“Great work so far, excellent progress, on schedule and
amazing work ethic!”—Justin Metros
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us along the path to its

”

fulfillment.

Earl Nightingale

SUCCESSES & CHALLENGES
The original challenge of creating an interface and planned

In spite of having three advisors in one semester, finally getting

interactivity that is very usable and also has consistency in look

the database portions of the project working was my biggest

and feel was an important one to master. The extra time spent

success. It would have been easier to stick with the “fake”

working out the little things paid off. Heading into the coding

user images that will be used in the version the committee

stage with concrete ideas minimized the need for redesign and

sees during my final review presentation, but I felt strongly that

“The real voyage of

recoding.

the users I showed the project to during user testing get the

discovery consists not in

full experience of using their own images in their projects—
The coding process was very challenging every step of the way

guaranteeing that they have the chance to work on something

due to my lack of experience and the complexity of needed

meaningful to them.

languages. Thought was put into using repeating interface

seeing new landscapes,
but in having new eyes, in
seeing the universe with the

elements to make it easy for the user to use the application as

On a personal note, my son Riley had a severe concussion

well as aid in the coding process.

during a football game on September 11th, 2010. We had

eyes of another, of a hundred

a scary two months of memory loss, balance problems,

others; in seeing the hundred

I am especially proud of coming up with the side slideout tabs

occupational and physical therapy, homebound instruction,

universes that each of them

to hold a large number of tools for the slideshow (music: on/

etc. It took a year for a full recovery. I’m proud of the fact that I

off, category), (quotes: on/off, category), (slideshow options:

accomplished so much with my project during this time (I was

slide duration, category) and the collage (transparency, b&w,

working on layout design comps in the hospital).

sepia, color, flip horizontal/vertical and move to top/bottom).
Most important was making them accessible while keeping

Every challenge faced—whether conceptual, visual, technical

the layout clean until they are needed. A novice user would

or personal—was met head on. I gained new knowledge and

probably not be ready for extra interactive options and a more

improved my ability to adapt and prioritize. As a result, I have a

experienced user might use them once they had done some

much stronger project.

simple projects.
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sees.

”

Marcel Proust

SOFTWARE & PROGRAMMING
My Creative View is an online, interactive, real-time Flash

Doyle’s TransformManager class is not an open source option.

application that was created with Flash CS5-5.5, ActionScript

It cost $299 and cannot be shared (obviously the files are

3.0, XML, PHP and MySQL. In addition to the main document

included on the archival disc, but the code cannot be used

class (DocClass.as), there are 75 other external classes and 21

by anyone other than myself). This code is integral to the

xml files that make it all work.

Creative Spark Collage—making it easy to add interactive
scaling/rotating/moving of images, text, embellishments and

“It is on the strength of
observation and reflection

I became a huge fan of Jack Doyle’s suite of open source

shapes. When the user clicks on an object that was added to

utilities offered at www.greensock.com. Because of the

the collage work area, a selection box appears along with 8

that one finds a way. So

image-intensive nature of my project, I used TweenLite and

handles for scaling/rotating. When the mouse is placed just

TweenMax for tweening (alpha, direction, scale, rotation, color

outside of any of the scaling handles, the cursor changes to

we must dig and delve

tint, dropshadow/bevel filters, etc.). His LoaderMax code gave

indicate that they’re in rotation mode. Controlling all of the

me the ability to load multiple queues of images, prioritize

objects inside the collage was a very helpful feature.

loaders and load in the background—translating to a better
experience for the user. It also offered SWFLoader, XMLLoader,

The Creativity Video Gallery was created during the

VideoLoader, and MP3Loader that can all be loaded in one

Experimental Interactivity class with Ryan McLaughlin and

queue.

was adapted from a tutorial developed by Dan Carr for the

“Reliability is a huge concern when it comes to loading external
assets. Did you know there are a bunch of bugs, inconsistencies,
and hassles in Adobe’s loading classes (Loader, URLLoader,
NetStream, and Sound) that could cause trouble in your project?
This is another reason why so many developers are shifting to
LoaderMax – it works around these issues and provides a more
stable, reliable, and robust foundation for loading.”
—Jack Doyle, Greensock
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Adobe Developer Center. Videos focusing on inspiration,
creativity, photography tips and other educational material
were borrowed from YouTube with provided links to each video
provider’s page.
Throughout the development of My Creative View, I spent
countless hours reading books and tutorials on ActionScript,

”

unceasingly.

Claude Monet

SOFTWARE & PROGRAMMING
PHP, and MySQL. I also scoured developer forums for obscure
advice about ActionScript code and errors. I was a novice
coder until about a year ago when I really got into developing
this project. I feel confident that I can figure most things out,
but I wouldn’t say I’ve mastered AS3 yet. When I developed the

“You can’t go and stalk your

database portion of my project I found little concrete help. The

material, you have to leave

book Flash and PHP Bible was the most relevant. I had to go
through multiple online sources trying to find code that would

the door open and whatever

work. If I can get a snippet of code that relates to what I’m

chooses you, chooses you.

trying to do—then I can extrapolate and build out what I want.

You can’t go and wrestle it to

It can be tricky finding tutorials that aren’t out of date. Advice:
read through all of the comments at the end of a tutorial or
forum posting—you can find corrections or a better way to do
something. Forums are sometimes the best way to get relevant
help.
Camtasia Studio was used to create the screen capture video
tutorials for the Help section.
Adobe Photoshop was used for optimizing images, removing
backgrounds and for creating layout design mockups.
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the ground

Louise Erdrich

INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE
Get
Inspired
Slideshow

Window Shade
Preloader

Register/Login

Home

Creative
Play
Collage

User Name

Creative
Spark
Journal

Creativity
Videos

Upload Photos (see separate flow chart)
My Account (future development)
My Projects (future development)

Help

Side Tab Tools
Slideshow

Backgrounds

slow --- fast
seasons
clouds
sunsets

Sample Images
(landscapes)

How-To Videos
Get Inspired Slideshow
Creative Play Collage
Creative Spark Journal
FAQs

page/
work area
Sample Images
(landscapes)

Side Tab Tools

Contact

Flip

need to register/login

Upload Photo

Quotes




Transparency
(slider)

Upload Photo

Color
-jpgs

need to register/login

b&w
sepia
color

-solid

color spectrum

Register/
register/
Login
login
Photo Prompt



Embellishments

User Images



Register/
register/
Login
login

horizontal
vertical



User Images

on/off
classical
contemporary



Music

on/off
artistic
literary

art board/
work area

About

next/previous prompt

Layers

up one level
down one level

Verbal Prompt

Dynamic/database element

Alphabet

Notes

(letters/numbers)

CLEAR
SAVE
PRINT
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Non-dynamic element



Shapes

User input/Form fields



Drop down menu items

My Creative View / Karen Burton
Information Architecture - modified 4/10/2012

DATABASE FLOWS - Register/Login
Optional Entry Points:
Anywhere in site

Required Entry Points:
Collage and Journal/MY IMAGES tab
--Display of stored images
--Get images from my computer link

Register/Login





Forgot Password?

success

error

You have been
successfully registered.

You are already a member.
Please login.



RESET

Need first name
Need last name
Need email
Need valid email
Need password

email to user







SUBMIT





RESET

Login





Register

CLOSE



CLOSE

Need email
Need valid email
Need password

SUBMIT

Link to login

Form fades
LOGGED IN

success

error

You have successfully
logged in.

Email/Password not correct or
you have not registered yet.

Link to register

Non-dynamic element

Form fades
LOGGED IN

Dynamic/database element
Login and Register buttons removed
Logout button apprears
User Account dropdown added
--Upload Images
--My Account (future development)
--My Projects (future development)
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User input/Form fields



Drop down menu items

My Creative View / Karen Burton
Information Architecture - modified 4/10/2012

DATABASE FLOWS - My Account, Upload Images
Logged In

Entry Point:
User Account Dropdown

Not Logged In

Entry Point:
User Account Dropdown
My Images Tab
(Collage or Journal)

MY IMAGES

(Collage or Journal)

If No Saved Images
Get images from my computer





No images have been uploaded yet.

Upload Images







My Account

CLOSE

CLOSE

UPDATE

Edit first name
Edit last name
Edit email
Edit password

If Saved Images

BROWSE

Get images from my computer
Displays user’s stored images.

Choose image

success

error

UPLOAD

Your account has been
successfully updated.

success

error

Get images from my computer
You need to register or log in to upload your own images and use them in this project.

Image successfully uploaded.
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Error loading. Try again.

DEVELOPMENT TIMELINE
Task
Optional
Milestone

2008

2011

2010

2009

2012

Spring

Summer

Fall

Spring

Summer

Fall

Spring

Summer

Fall

Spring

Summer

Fall

Spring

Interactive Design

Digital Applications

Scripting - Flash

Digital Capture

NO
CLASSES

DS (CANM 614):
Experimental
Interactivity

GS610:
Balancing Creativity
and Profitability

NO
CLASSES

DS: Flash (1/1)
Shannon Widmer

DS: Flash (1/1)
Shannon Widmer

GS 604: Professional
Practices

DS: Flash/Database
Dave Kanter

GDS: Flash
Justin Metros

Advanced Digital
Imaging

DS: User Experience

Fall

Spring

Summer

Fall

Spring

Summer

Fall

Spring

Summer

Fall

Spring

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
Requirements Analysis
Flowchart
Timeline
User Profiles
Competitive Analysis
RESEARCH/CONTENT DEVELOPMENT
Creativity/Inspiration
Collect Outside Links
Inspirational Quotes
Color Theory & Moods
Writing Tips/Prompts
Backgrounds, templates, embellishments, etc.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Capture Images
Workflow Development
Metadata - Keywords
MIDPOINT REVIEW
CONCEPTUAL/VISUAL DESIGN
Information Architecture
Mockups/Prototype
User Testing
PRODUCTION
XHTML/CSS
Database (PHP & MySQL)
Flash/Actionscript
Debug
User Testing - informal
LAUNCH
User Testing
Debug/Finalize
FINAL REVIEW
Prepare Final Docs

CLASSES

Time Based Media/
Flash

Task
Optional
Milestone

Spring

Summer

2008
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2009

2010

2011

2012

VISUAL
DESIGN

LOGO DEVELOPMENT

FINAL LOGO:

This logo was chosen because of its aged feel and
simple presence. The rows of faded squares are
reminiscent of almost-forgotten real negative film that
relates to the photography theme of My Creative View.
The color scheme and orientation also worked best with
the layout of the main application—placed on the upper
left corner of the desk in the browser widow.
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TYPEFACE & COLOR SCHEME
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
DIN 30640 Std / Neuzeit Grotesk Bold Condensed 24pt

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
DIN 30640 Std / Neuzeit Grotesk Bold Condensed 18pt

1234567890

RGB
CMYK
Hex

255 255 255
0000
0xFFFFFF

RGB
CMYK
Hex

204 204 204
19 15 16 0
0xCCCCCC

RGB
CMYK
Hex

51 51 51
69 63 62 58
0x333333

RGB
CMYK
Hex

209 182 114
19 25 65 0
0xD1B672

RGB
CMYK
Hex

227 200 152
11 19 44 0
0xE3C898

RGB
CMYK
Hex

166 95 27
27 66 100 16
0xA65F1B

RGB
CMYK
Hex

DIN 30640 Std / Neuzeit Grotesk Bold Condensed 14pt

About DIN
This typeface was chosen for My Creative View because of its
readability, unobtrusiveness, and its narrow width. This made
the text labels fit into a tight space in the slideout tooltabs
while still being readable by the users. By tucking a large
number of options inside these tooltabs, I was able to keep
the main interface uncluttered so that the user would not be

About the Color Scheme

overwhelmed with too many choices.

A muted, neutral color scheme creates an atmosphere of

? < >
WC Roughtrad 12pt

calm and serenity and provides an unobtrusive background to
emphasize and highlight the landscape photographs as well
as the user’s creations. The rust color was used for many of the
text rollover and subtle glow effects. The grey was inspired by

About WC Roughtrad

the antique desk used to anchor the whole design and the rust

This sketchy, grunge typeface was used for the help button and

color came from an embossed journal given to me by my father

the next/previous buttons in the slideshow.

years ago after a trip to Morocco.
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000
75 68 67 90
0x000000

MIDPOINT VISUALS
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INTERFACE EXPLORATIONS

Left: Slideshow
Right: Image Effects

Left: Choose Storybook Template
Right: Image Effects in Storybook
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INTERFACE EXPLORATIONS

Top/Bottom: Slideshow
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Top/Bottom: Collage

Top/Bottom: Journal

FINAL INTERFACE DESIGN
Because a majority of the target users are probably not
practicing artists or published writers, the visual design of
My Creative View is meant to reinforce the idea of a private,
safe, comfortable place to play around with visual and written
elements without feeling intimidated. A worn, antique Italian
desk serves as the main focal point—providing a sense of
“shabby chic” or casual elegance to the scene. The weathered
wood floor reminds the user that “perfection” is not expected.
A muted color scheme along with aged photo borders, antique
papers and other gently used elements contribute to the
comfortable environment.
The question mark button on the top right accesses the Help
section, which offers several screen capture videos that show
how to use the features found in the slideshow, collage and
journal. Also offered is a list of Frequently Asked Questions. The
light bulb button accesses a video gallery of YouTube videos
about inspiration, creativity, color theory and photography tips.
When the About or Contact buttons are clicked on, the whole
group slides off the desk to make room for the elements found
within each main project.
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Home/Index

FINAL INTERFACE DESIGN
Be Inspired Slideshow
This interactive slideshow features photographs taken
throughout the seasons of my view of the Blue Ridge Mountains
to the west of my home and studio. They are combined with
inspirational quotes from artists, writers and philosophers along
with soothing classical or contemporary music to help put the
user “in the mood” to create.
The user is given multiple options to control the slideshow. It
runs automatically with enough time to enjoy the photo and
read the quote. Hovering over the left/right arrow buttons at the
bottom scrolls the thumbnail strip to reveal all of the images
in the show. Clicking on a thumbnail places its large version
above and the auto slideshow picks up from that point. The
next/previous arrow buttons let the user move through the show
at their own pace.
The slideout tabs on the right of the slideshow let the user
control the music (ON/OFF, classical/contemporary), quotes
(ON/OFF, artistic/literary) and slideshow options (fast/slow
slider, seasons/sunsets/clouds image themes).
Top: Slideshow start
Bottom: Slideshow w/open tooltabs
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FINAL INTERFACE DESIGN
Creative Play Collage
In this visual project, the user can play around with
backgrounds, images, embellishments, shapes, letters and
numbers to build a spontaneous collage. The tabbed menu
along the bottom stores a large number of options in a small
space. The slideout tooltabs along the right side start out in the
closed position to keep the interface clean and simple, in an
effort to avoid overwhelming a novice user.
Photo and texture backgrounds are available as well as
solid colors that are accessible from a slideout color chart.
The backgrounds are independent from the other elements
added to the collage—the user can change backgrounds
easily without disturbing the rest of the collage. A bounding
box surrounds any “selected” element added to the collage
with handles the user can grab to either move, scale or
rotate the item. The slideout tooltabs along the right provide
customization options (flip horizontal/vertical, transparency,
color, depth). The color chooser tab changes based on whether
a photo or solid color element is selected (sepia/black & white/
color for photos and color chooser for solid color elements).
Buttons are offered above the work area to let the user clear the
collage, print it or save it (as jpg) to their own computer.
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Top: Collage start
Bottom: Collage w/added elements and
open tooltabs

FINAL INTERFACE DESIGN
Creative Spark Journal
In this writing project, the user is encouraged to create an
original creative writing piece or a personal journal entry. The
user can simply start out writing, use an image to inspire them
or use the brainstorming tools offered on the left half of the
project.
Photo prompts are offered with related keywords to get them
started. Verbal prompts are also offered for further guidance.
Next/previous buttons let the user click through the available
prompts until they find one that inspires them. The “NOTES”
area on the bottom left lets the user add memories, word
associations or vocabulary.
The journal entry area is on the right side. The user can click
on a photo prompt or on one of the thumbnail images at the
bottom to add it to their journal entry. Title and main entry text
boxes are below that. Sample landscape images are available
for those that don’t want to upload their own. Once registered
and logged in, the user can upload and use their images in the
journal or collage projects. The user can clear the journal and
start over, print their entry or save it to their computer in pdf
form.
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Top: Journal w/photo prompt chosen,
notes, title and entry text filled in
Bottom: Journal w/verbal prompt chosen,
notes, title and entry text filled in

FINAL INTERFACE DESIGN
Creativity Videos
This video gallery is offered as a resource for further inspiration
and education about creative endeavors. Videos focusing
on inspiration, creativity, photography tips, color theory and
other educational material were borrowed from YouTube with
provided links to each video provider’s page.
The group of thumbnails are actually small looping videos that
play when the mouse hovers over them. Filters are offered
at the bottom of the grouping, allowing the user to filter by
photography, inspiration, creative process or color theory.

Top: Creativity Videos start
Bottom: Creativity Videos w/chosen video
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FINAL INTERFACE DESIGN
Help
The Help section (seen here on the top right) provides How-To
Videos and FAQs (Frequently Asked Questions). I felt it was
important that the Help section be available from anywhere
in the application, so it was set up to slide into view over top
of any open project and can be closed without affecting what
is below it. A dark transparent background animates in to
highlight the important information.
When the user clicks on one of the How-To Video buttons on
the left, a new overlay slides in (bottom right) featuring a simple
interface to focus on the movie itself. Currently only three
videos are offered but more could be added and a vertical
slider control would be added at that time.
The screen capture video tutorials include: Tips for Viewing an
Inspiring Slideshow, How to Create and Customize a Collage
and Use Brainstorming Tools to Write a Journal Entry.

Top: Help start
Bottom: Screen capture Video Tutorial
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FINAL INTERFACE DESIGN
About
The About section explains the background information
about myself and My Creative View. A few landscape photos
are thrown in to demonstrate the influence of the landscape
photographs on the project. Continued use of aged photo
borders and antique photography elements is consistent with
the rest of the My Creative View interface. A link is provided
at the bottom of the scrolling text that goes to an HTML web
site created to document the concept, visual and technical
development process of My Creative View through six different
Directed Study semesters.

Contact
The Contact form uses a simple design and the same mottled
and aged paper background used for all of the other forms in
the project (Register, Login, Upload Photos).
User feedback messages are displayed at the bottom of each
form in the rust color used for other text elements, preloaders
and button rollovers.
Top: About
Bottom: Contact Form
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DATABASE WALK THROUGH - Register & Login

4

Register - click on SUBMIT

Register - success message

6

5

4

Login - click on SUBMIT

Login - success message
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Register or Login form fades out
Login and Register buttons removed
Logout button added
User Account dropdown slides into view from above
—Upload Images
—My Account
—My Projects

DATABASE WALK THROUGH - Upload a User Image
Alternate entry - MY IMAGES tab in collage and journal

4

User dropdown - choose Upload Images

4

Upload Image - click on BROWSE

Choose image - click on OPEN

6

4

Image name displayed - click on UPLOAD

Success - click on BROWSE or DONE
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4

Image displayed in MY IMAGES tab in Collage and Journal

USABILITY
TESTING

TARGET AUDIENCE
My Creative View will be useful to people who want to use the
provided creativity tools and resources to easily create artistic
creative pieces combining words and pictures without the need
to buy and learn advanced software.

“There are moments in our

My Creative View’s main users are typically 35-55 years old,

lives, there are moments in

college-educated, English-speaking women. They have
various levels of artistic or expressive self-discovery. Users

a day, when we seem to see

would include anyone interested in nature, photography, art

beyond the usual. Such are

in general, creative writing and those looking for ways to spur

the moments of our greatest

their creative juices (either visually or verbally). The image
manipulation aspect of the site will appeal to those that are

happiness. Such are the

unfamiliar with Photoshop techniques or do not own similar

moments of our greatest

programs. A broadband connection would be optimal due to

wisdom.

the image-intensive nature of the site.
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”

Robert Henri

USER PERSONA # 1
Name: Barbara Eshgh

Barbara uses the Creative Spark section to combine a provided
landscape image that fits her mood with a daily journal entry

Age: 48

that she prints out to put in a binder. She keeps most of her
entries private, but occasionally shares a particular page with

Location: Waterford, VA

by myself where I can be

bother with uploading her own images and within 5 minutes she

inspired. It strengthens my

can put together a journal entry. She also likes the meditative

Education, University of

quality of the landscape slideshows and considers My Creative

Maryland

View to be a place of tranquility, relaxation and safety.

law firm
Hobbies: singing, reading, tennis, gardening
Computer habits: High-end desktop, T1 satellite, computer
savvy, uses internet for shopping, research and email
Creativity? “Limited to moving words around on a page.”
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and pleasant place to go

a family member. She likes the fact that she doesn’t have to

Education: BS - Business

Career: Office manager for a

“My Creative View is a fun

”

artistic curiosity.

USER PERSONA # 2
Name: Caci Gilden

Caci is interested in creating collages that combine pictures
of her family with decorations and small bits of text. She has

Age: 36

never done anything like this before, so she enjoys the easy
setup of the Creative Play Collage. This introduction to making

Location: Virginia Beach, VA
Education: Master - Education

the site’s different images

design choices makes it easy to create something unique and

and eventually upload my

meaningful. Once she’s confident in creating a simple collage,

family photos to create a

she will probably be ready to use more of the customization
tools that are available.

Career: First Grade Teacher

“I’d like to experiment with

keepsake that I can save
or print for a special family

”

occasion.
Hobbies: tennis, reading and
scrapbooking
Computer habits: PC desktop, cable internet access, computer
savvy, uses internet for shopping, research and email
Creativity? “I don’t have time to start big, messy projects
between work and family commitments.”
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USER PERSONA # 3
Name: Monique Robidoux

Monique is an artist who comes to My Creative View to peruse
the resources on inspiration and creativity. She likes the ability

Age: 52

to view inspirational quotes from other artists while viewing the
landscape slideshows—giving her a respite from her day-to-

Location: Scarsdale, NY

of art’ and incorporate them

can create a unique photographic collage with pictures from

into an experience that I can

her travels. She layers some of the provided embellishments

Design, Rhode Island School of

and shapes and customizes them by changing color tones,

Design, currently taking post-

transparency, size, and more.

Career: Head Designer,
garment manufacturing
Hobbies, bicycling, reading, painting
Computer habits: Mac Powerbook, computer savvy, uses
internet for connecting with friends, shopping and research
Creativity? “Always working at it.”
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because I can create ‘works

day life in the big city. She likes the collage activity where she

Education: BFA - Fashion

graduate studies

“My Creative View is unique

”

‘own’ and share.

USER PERSONA # 4
Name: Dee Shupe

Dee is a writer and enjoys many creative outlets. Dee uses the
complete set of features found in the Creative Spark Journal

Age: 44

section to brainstorm and write short creative writing pieces
or exercises. She won’t write her best-selling novel here, but

Location: Purcellville, VA

‘creativity sandbox’ where

brainstorming tools used as a “writing warm-up.” She finds the

I can get centered and

combination of visual and language prompts along with the

MBA, Darden School,

notes area where she can add extra inspiration as a creative

University of Virginia, various

jump-starter for her writing. She sometimes uploads her own

writing and art classes

images (including scans of original artwork) to add to these
projects.

analyst and project manager. Entrepreneur.
Hobbies: writing, literature, running, volunteer school reading
programs, cruising the web
Computer habits: PC desktop, cable internet, computer savvy,
uses internet for shopping, entertainment, research and email
Creativity? “Always looking for new ideas and inspiration.”
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a quick, easy-to-use

will enjoy the creative jolt she gets from the prompting and

Education: BS - Commerce,

Career: Former systems

“My Creative View provides

peaceful before the daily

”

tasks begin.

USER TESTING - HTML Prototype & Early Coding Samples
Date of Test: April 15-27, 2009

Task List

Number of Testers: 15

•

URL: http://mycreativeview.com/process/design_doc/
prototype1/index.html

•
•

Introduction

•

As part of the GDS801 User Experience class, I developed
a mockup of the Storybook section of My Creative View with
Photoshop, added hot spot links and uploaded it to a server.
Then I stepped the test users through tasks to test the main
concepts and also to determine whether the user interface was
understandable and easy to use.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Access and view an inspiring
landscape slideshow
Login
Create a storybook/choose a
template
Add an image to the cover of the
storybook
Format the image (scale/rotate)
Format the text title (color, font, size)
Save and edit the storybook
Preview a storybook
Share a storybook
Create a digital notecard

Feedback gathered about the storybook area was intended
to help in later development of the interface and features
for the other creative projects that will be offered (notecard,
photomontage and journal). I also took this opportunity to show
two very early-stage Flash sections (Slideshow and Notecard)
to get some basic feedback and confirm the desire for some of
the intended features.
Test Users
Most of the test users fit the target user with a few who were
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Left top: Home/Index
Left bottom: Storybook

USER TESTING - HTML Prototype & Early Coding Samples
outside the target user range (some males, older or younger).
I worked with the majority of testers in-person or over the phone
and recorded their impressions and feedback while they talked

“My Creative View is easy and
fun to use and it makes me look

”

me through their process and reasoning.

good doing it.

User Feedback

“The digital notecard was

Based on a scale of 1-5, with 1 being easy and 5 being hard,
all users rated the overall ease of use of My Creative View a 1

wonderfully easy. It was fun to

or a 2. They rated the Login process and the Create a Notecard

embellish it. Adding more options

as the easiest tasks to complete. The desire to click on the
Text tab of the Text Tools Palette before selecting the text to be

like frames, color or sepia effects,

altered was noted as the hardest task (which was mostly due

moving and rotating, etc. would

to the format of the prototype). Reactions to the visual style of

be nice.

the current user interface were extremely positive with users

”

describing it as “appealing, soothing, sophisticated, attractive,
and a wonderful use of pastel colors and transparency.” There
were no features that users felt were unwanted or unnecessary.
Extra features some users were interested in include: timed
auto slideshow, user upload of images, embellishments for
storybook, control number of pages in storybook, bible verses
in addition to the quotes and masculine options.
Left top: Slideshow
Left bottom: Notecard
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USER TESTING - AAU Usability Lab Prep/Pilot Test & Local Testing
Date of Test: February 19-24, 2012

Task List

Number of Testers: 7

•
•
•
•

URL: http://mycreativeview.com/mcv_project/site1.1/
Introduction
In preparation for formal user testing with the AAU Usability

•
•

Lab, an initial round of testing with three local women in the
target demographic was done along with running the Pilot Test

•

with Kathleen Watson (also in the target demographic). Some
additional feedback was provided by three of the Usability Lab
coordinators.
Feedback
Overall, the test users found the application easy to use. They
found the collage and journal projects took more time to figure
out than they had anticipated; however, they consistently rated
the ease of use as easier compared to their ratings of expected
time. Admittedly, some of the difficulties faced in the testing
had more to do with the structure of the test questions.
Kathleen was given the link to the wrong version of the project
from the Usability Lab, which resulted in difficulties finding the
upload an image links (they did not exist in that version!)—
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Top: Collage
Bottom: Journal

View an inspiring slideshow
Login
Upload a photo from your computer
Work on a visual creative project
(collage)
Print your visual creative project
Work on a project that uses words
and language (journal)
Save your project to your computer

USER TESTING - AAU Usability Lab Prep/Pilot Test & Local Testing
where she had the most complaints. Some of the issues were

Upload a Photo

for features that were planned but not yet completed.

•

Move feedback closer to buttons

Collage
Overall Impressions

•

Make CLEAR, PRINT and SAVE buttons separate buttons
and move them closer to work area

“The collage was fun and makes
me want to continue to create

”

more designs.

•

Liked quotes w/photos

•

Nice variety of image choices in the collage

•

Change “STICKERS” to “EMBELLISHMENTS”

•

Easy to use: ½ said collage, ½ said journal

•

Change “DOWNLOAD A COPY” to “SAVE”

•

Hardest to use: letters in collage, save projects (download

•

Change “CLOSE” to “DONE”

a copy label was confusing), journal entry (per Kathleen

Journal

inspiring. They make me want to

because of confusion over scratchpad function)

•

begin writing. This would be a

•
•

•
•

Make verbal prompt and photo prompt buttons sit on top of
the corresponding prompt background

How do you feel after using the inspirational and creativity
tools: inspired, makes me want to begin writing, good

Change “SCRATCHPAD” to “NOTES”, add RESET button
and change background to make this area clearer

Best aspects: combine words & pictures, collage, quotes,
scratchpad to “organize thoughts”

•

entry area stand out more

Visual interface: draws you in, you want to explore, very
pretty, enjoyed the photo prompts

Change visual hierarchy of the page to make the journal

•

Take any sample landscape images out of the photo
prompts—was causing confusion since some of them are in
the sample images thumbnail strip too

Corrective Actions Taken
Slideshow

Global/Miscellaneous Issues

•

Add next/previous buttons

•

Add rollover tooltips

•

Slow the thumbnail scroller speed

•

Add dialogues to confirm destructive actions (closing or

•

Enlarge the hit area of tab buttons and dropdown menu
items
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clearing the collage and journal with elements added)

“The photo prompts were
”

good tool for journaling daily.

USER TESTING - AAU Usability Lab Morae Testing & Local Testing
Date of Test: March 12-16, 2012

Task List

Number of Testers: 4

•
•

URL: http://mycreativeview.com/mcv_project/site1.2/
Introduction
I experienced difficulties finding testers for the onsite Morae
software testing scheduled with the Usability Lab in San

•
•
•

View an inspirational slideshow
Work on a visual creative project
(collage)
Print your visual creative project
Login
Work on a project that uses words
and language (journal)

Francisco. On March 8th, a three hour window was scheduled
to work with three volunteer testers, but no one came. On
March 16th, testing was done with one tester who is not in the
target demographic. It was very interesting to see how the
Morae software works—I was able to view the screen of the
user, hear him step through the tasks and listen to his feedback
and suggestions. He had a few difficulties that related to
known glitches in the prototype, which I had hoped to avoid
by suggesting the user do things in a certain order. There was
also a processing lag in the testing computer that impacted
his ability to see proper states in the application. I have not
experienced this with any of the other testers I’ve worked with.
I also worked one-on-one with three local women in the target
demographic which provided additional valuable feedback.
This round of testing went fairly well, partially as a result of
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Top: Slideshow during Morae testing
Bottom: Slideshow w/rollover tooltips

USER TESTING - AAU Usability Lab Morae Testing & Local Testing
some changes and additional coding that was accomplished

creative site, was surprised at the strong effect the visuals

prior to these tests.

had on my attitude, clean/clear/uncluttered
•

Best aspects: felt worthy of the title “artist” or “creative,”

“This was not the standard web
design. I liked the different feel of

Feedback

creating the collage, the variety of images and

Overall, the test users found the application easy to use (1-2)

backgrounds, layering images in the collage, the beautiful

with a score of 1 being very easy and 7 being very difficult. It

pictures in the slideshow, easy to understand, not too many

was clear that in this round of testing the users were able to

options, not overwhelmed, overall thoughtfulness and

experience the creative process more than in the previous tests

functionality, liked being able to save the journal to a pdf

“The notes section in the

How did you feel after using the inspirational and creativity

journal was a good reminder of

tools: inspired, it was fun, I achieved something creative

what I want to write about and I

and were less hampered by technical issues.

•

”

the site.

Overall Impressions

but didn’t have a recollection of technology interfering,

•

Slideshow made people feel peaceful, tranquil, happy,

focus was on creative process, loved the photo and verbal

plucked out of current setting and transported to the

prompts, thought the brainstorming tools were great, felt

the journal more than staring at a

countryside, loved the landscape images

“artsy” using the slideouts and tabs at bottom, prompts

blank page.

•

Easy to use: 2 said slideshow, 1 said collage, 1 said journal

triggered writing ideas quickly

•

Hardest to use: 2 said collage, 1 said journal (the women

Future features wished for: change typeface in journal,

who were tested said the hardest project was the one that

drawing features in collage, upload multiple images

was not in their usual area of interest/comfort zone; i.e., “I

at once, turn the orientation of the collage to vertical,

am not a visual person” or “I am a visual person”). The AAU

don’t make it more complicated or cluttered, more

tester said logging in/uploading photos was the hardest

embellishments, add water component to slideshow

task (this related to a known glitch in the coding which he

(images and music/sounds)

was unaware of)
•

•

Visual interface: appears to be professionally done, very
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discovered that it sparks writing

”

“I loved the photo and verbal
prompts.”

CONCLUSION

REFLECTION
After a circuitous path, my project now greatly mirrors my

Widmer helped me develop, I was able to combine my style

original vision for inspiring a user to get into the mood to create

with thinking about what would enhance the users’ experience.

and experience the creative process. The process of refining

I am very pleased with the look and feel of the final design

my concepts saw the project evolve from being project-

and was excited to see my original abstract and conceptual

oriented (storybook, notecard, etc.) to one that gives the user

ideas take shape over the course of development. The Creative

“What an artist is trying

the tools to experience something new and different, rather

Spark Journal section, in particular, was a pretty nebulous idea

to do for people is bring

than something that would be less creative (simply putting

floating around in my head for a long time and now, it has taken

family photos together to create a memento). Compared to

on life.

other sites that offer collage or journaling options, My Creative
View is more open-ended, allowing the user to “play” and

While it’s becoming clear that Flash will become less prominent

experiment—with inspiration and guidance easily available to

in the future, I feel confident that I can adapt and learn new

help when needed.

languages while focusing on user-centered design and

them closer to something,
because of course art
is about sharing. I am
constantly preoccupied with

interactive concepts. I appreciate all of the help I had along the

how to remove distance so

User testing was nerve wracking, but at the same time it

way from my AAU advisors and talented fellow students. This

that we can all come closer

reinforced many of my ideas. Because I conducted the most

has been quite an experience that I will never forget.

recent tests before some of the functionality was completed,
most of the suggested changes were for already planned
items. It was very rewarding when performing in-person tests
and the user “got” what My Creative View could help them do.
One thing I learned through all of this was to trust my process.
I am an intuitive designer who tweaks things until they feel
right. By working with the “metaphor” approach that Shannon
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together.

”

David Hockney

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
While I wish I had been able to accomplish even more at this

letting them choose from different printing layouts. Offering

point in the development of My Creative View, I feel that the

a slideshow of finished collages as inspiration would be nice

current project provides a rich, interactive experience to its

as well. The journal would be enhanced by letting the user

users that helps them get in the mood to create and provides

store keywords with each journal entry and offering a search

useful creativity and brainstorming tools for them to easily

function.

experience the creative process. Attention was given to areas

“Any work of art, provided
it springs from a sincere

I felt were necessary for this optimum experience, such as

It would be nice to offer more educational elements such as

providing sample landscape images for use in the collage

Design Tips (color, line, texture, repetition, etc.) and more video

and journal projects in case a user doesn’t want to bother with

tutorials. Some items the test users mentioned include: change

understanding between

uploading their own, allowing them to upload and store their

typeface in journal, drawing features in collage, upload multiple

people, is an act of faith and

own images, letting them print or save their projects to their

images at once, turn the orientation of the collage to vertical,

computers and offering the users screen capture video tutorials

more embellishments, add water component to slideshow

in the help section to clarify how things work.

(images and music/sounds)

The Alphabet section in the collage was a compromise to
keep the focus on free play since a full text option would have
been difficult to provide in the timeframe available. Offering
a different text creation option in the future for the collage
section would be welcomed by my test users. Other items that
will need to wait for future development include offering the
ability for the user to save their creations into the application
and redisplay them at a later date, autosaving, including
more embellishments and shapes arranged by category and
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motivation to further

”

therefore is an act of love.

Truman Capote
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“Why make art? Because I
think there’s a child’s voice
in every artist saying: I am
here. I am somebody. I made
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Chuck Close
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“A picture is not thought
out and settled beforehand.
While it is being done it
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changes as one’s thoughts
change. And when it is
finished, it still goes on
changing, according to the
state of mind of whoever is

”

looking at it.
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**Creative Commons “Attribution 3.0”
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beauty, believe in them,
and try to follow where they

”

lead.

Louisa May Alcott
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